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Minutes of the January 11, 2016 Meeting of the General Faculty 

1.  Call to Order 

President Jensen called the meeting to order at 4:05 pm. 

2.  Approval of the Minutes of the Last Meeting 

President Jensen initiated the first item of business, correction and approval of the Minutes of the 

December 7, 2015 Meeting of the General Faculty.  Professor Amoloza noted that the deadline for the 

IWU Freeman Asia Internship Program that appeared in those minutes should be January 18th [2016], 

rather than December 18th [2015].  [Faculty Secretary’s note: this deadline was later extended to 

February 5th 2016.] 

Realizing that two student visitors were present, Parliamentarian Shallue briefly interrupted business so 

that we could follow our usual practice of approving student visitors by common assent.  President 

Jensen also invited the students to introduce themselves.  Lane Bennett introduced himself as the newly 

elected Student Senate President and Marissa Cozzi introduced herself as the newly elected Student 

Senate Vice President.  Both expressed a desire to facilitate communication between Student Senate 

and the faculty. 

The faculty returned its attention to the December 2015 minutes.  As there were no further corrections, 

Professor Epstein moved that we approve the minutes and Professor Shallue seconded.  The minutes 

were approved.  

3.  Curriculum Council Consent Agenda 

CC's consent agenda was approved by common consent. 

4.  Committee Reports 

a.  Council on University Programs and Policies (CUPP) 

Professor Weis began his oral report by noting that the Council's December meetings concerned 

evaluation of the requests for full-time, visiting faculty members and indicated that departments would 

soon hear from the Provost regarding their requests.  Professor Weis prefaced his remaining remarks as 

being his own reflections on priorities heading into the spring semester and emphasized that he was not 

speaking formally for the Council as a whole.  After acknowledging the concern that interdisciplinary 

programs remain without formal representation on CUPP, Professor Weis expressed reluctance to take 

up this controversial topic again this academic year.  Instead, he described how he saw diversity as the 

highest priority for CUPP right now and noted that it would be shameful for us as a campus if we failed 

to address what has emerged as the number one issue facing the country.  He put forth that Illinois 

Wesleyan needs to become more diverse in student body, faculty, and curriculum to reflect the diversity 

of society as a whole.  He noted too that this will cost and that the campus will need to make sacrifices 

elsewhere to achieve its diversity goals.  More specifically, Professor Weis spoke in favor of a return to 

allowing special hires and suggested that achieving diversity will require that we prioritize more than 

just enrollment pressures when allocating lines and hiring. 
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As Professor Weis's comments suggested a possible shift toward affirmative action, Professor Walsh 

asked Professor Weis if there would be race preference in hiring?  Professor Weis replied that perhaps 

there ought to be and shared some perspectives on the issue. 

Professor Theune sought clarification regarding the extent to which Professor Weis’s comments were 

reflective of CUPP's position.  Professor Weis indicated that he was expressing his own thoughts and 

that there was diversity of opinion on CUPP concerning these issues. 

Dean Duke sought clarification as to whether CUPP had mixed feelings about the urgency of racial 

diversity as a campus priority, or if the mixed feelings were more about the appropriate courses of 

action for improving diversity.  Professor Weis suggested that CUPP had mixed views both on prioritizing 

diversity and on strategies for achieving it. 

Responding to Professor Weis's earlier remarks on representation of interdisciplinary programs on 

CUPP, Professor Chapman expressed his hope that CUPP would in fact bring the matter to the faculty for 

a vote this year.  Of the three options thus far discussed, he said, the one truly unacceptable option is 

the one in which some faculty have no CUPP representation at all – which is currently the case. 

Professor Thomas suggested that CUPP consider forming workgroups as a way to tackle the multiple 

priorities before them. 

b.  Curriculum Council (CC) 

Curriculum Council (written report)  

Professor Sultan indicated that Curriculum Council had held its first meeting of the spring earlier in the 

day.  She invited questions concerning the written report and there were none. 

c.  Faculty Development Committee (FDC) 

Referring FDC's written report, Professor Kunce pointed out a list of the grants that were awarded in the 

last application cycle.  And, she indicated that, henceforth, FDC plans to recognize awardees in their 

written committee reports.  Professor Kunce reminded us that the deadline for the next ASD, CD, and 

CPD review period is March 21st. 

d.  General Education Task Force  

Professor A. Schultz invited questions concerning the task force's written report and indicated that there 

would be an open forum on January 21st at 4:00 pm.   

e.  Having not been included on the agenda distributed in advance of the meeting, the Chair of the 

Assessment Committee, Professor Erlewine, secured permission to report so that he could announce 

that YeAPs (Yearly Assessment Plans) are due on the 25th of January. 

5.  Administrative Reports 

a.  Provost's Report 

Provost Green indicated that over the next two weeks he would be representing the CCIW (College 

Conference of Illinois and Wisconsin) at an NCAA (National Collegiate Athletic Association) meeting and 

would be attending an AAC&U (Association of American Colleges and Universities) meeting.   
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Reflecting on his fall Gateway evaluations, Provost Green noted that two students had commented on 

Gateway being the only course in which they had participated in discussion.  As this was relayed, many 

faculty appeared surprised that classroom discussion wasn't more universal, and some exchanged 

comments with one another.  Provost Green expressed that it was unfortunate these students hadn't 

experienced more discussion and encouraged everyone present to help avoid such gaps in our students' 

experiences. 

Provost Green reported the good news that the university had secured a new $350,000 grant from the 

Mellon Foundation for a proposal titled "Engaging Tomorrow's Students."  These funds will support 

curriculum and pedagogy to engage a new and more-diverse generation of students.  He also noted that 

funding from an earlier Mellon grant has made $24,000 available to be used in the spring to support 

student and faculty engagement with diversity. 

Noting the opportunity to hear several very talented musicians -- including guests from other campuses 

-- who would be performing, Provost Green invited everyone to a recital of his compositions that was 

scheduled for the next day. 

Professor O’Gorman warmly congratulated Provost Green on the successful Mellon Grant. 

b.  President's Report  

Present Jensen noted with gratitude that he had received 60 responses to his request for student 

recruitment letters and that he knew even more faculty were participating in recruitment through 

previously established channels. 

As a way to improve diversity, President Jensen discussed a new financial aid strategy whereby the 

university could meet 100% of need for the very poorest students without incurring additional expense.   

President Jensen proceeded to discuss two challenges facing admissions right now – the perennial 

uncertainty of Illinois's MAP grants program and our dependence on in-state students at a time when 

the Illinois economy is poor and families are leaving the state. 

The University is keeping a close watch on the MAP grant situation, in part through FIICU (The 

Federation of Independent Illinois Colleges and Universities) who lobbies on our behalf.  President 

Jensen indicated that January will be a crucial time and explained some of the complexity of this issue – 

whereas private universities benefit from state education money primarily in the form of MAP grants, 

public universities are concerned both with the direct appropriations they receive from the state and 

with the MAP grants and may therefore prioritize the importance of the MAP grants differently.   From 

what he's learned, President Jensen thinks it's unlikely that the MAP grant program would be entirely 

eliminated, but does seem concerned about the program being reduced.  In an effort to fight this, IWU is 

drafting a letter to students, parents, and alumni encouraging them to write their legislators in support 

of the MAP grants.  Illinois Wesleyan is also working on a contingency plan for the possibility that MAP 

grants will fall short and this will entail working with students on a case-by-case basis.  If students 

approach us as faculty with financial aid concerns, we should encourage them to talk proactively and 

one-on-one with the Financial Aid Office.  President Jensen wants students to stay with us.  The ~$4700 

from MAP is important to students and especially to students with the most need. 
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Another challenge that President Jensen identified is the diminishing population of Illinois college 

prospects.  Illinois, like New York, New Jersey, and Alaska, is a state that people are leaving for economic 

reasons, which probably also means that many families who stay have lower incomes.  Because of this, 

President Jensen emphasized that we need to bring our out-of-state student population up from 11%.  

And, with a cautious and mirthful mention of US News, he noted that we need to figure out how to 

become the National Liberal Arts College they define us to be.  To that end, he encouraged us to engage 

with the important work of the Gen Ed Task Force.  President Jensen affirmed his belief that IWU has a 

strong base, but needs to keep working on refining, defining, and communicating who we are. 

Professor Willis asked how the uncertainty about MAP grants will impact the aid packages being offered 

to newly admitted students.  President Jensen indicated that right now we are waiting as long as we can 

hoping MAP will be resolved before the packages have to go out.  If we need to finalize the aid packages 

before MAP is resolved, they would likely be configured with MAP funding, but with some 

acknowledgement of the uncertainty and some contingency, especially for students with the most need.  

President Jensen noted that the university is concerned about the crisis of confidence the MAP grant 

uncertainty might cause for applicants and he is thinking about how to address it. 

Professor Lutze asked for an update on the hiring of admissions personnel and asked what the priorities 

are.  President Jensen indicated that recruiting outside of Illinois would be a consideration in filling 

positions, but that he didn't think there were any vacant positions at this time.   

6.  Old Business 

President Jensen brought recommendations from the Advising and Summer Reading Committee to the 

floor as old business carried over from December.  President Jensen asked if the recommendations were  

available before us and whether the body had seen them before.  Dean Duke replied that they were up 

on the screen and, in Chair Marvin's absence, proceeded to explain the history and organization of the 

recommendations.  She reminded those assembled that these recommendations had been presented in 

December, accompanied by a lengthy report.  Although the recommendations were discussed in 

December, action had been postponed to January to allow for further study and conversation.  Dean 

Duke reported that an open forum had been held on January 7th at which about two-dozen faculty 

enjoyed a productive conversation about advising concerns and topics. 

In response to that forum, the 11 recommendations had been reorganized over the weekend and Dean 

Duke apologized that the re-ordered recommendations hadn't been available earlier. [Faculty 

Secretary's note: for your reference, the reorganized recommendations are appended to the end of 

these minutes.]  Noting that the individual recommendations before us were identical to those 

presented in December, Dean Duke proceeded to explain that they were now organized into four parts, 

the first of which concerns resources the Director and Advising and the Advising Committee would 

create to assist advisors and the second of which concerns online modules for students and advisors.  

Dean Duke also noted that item 2c of the old document [the feedback loop that gave students an online 

mechanism for evaluating their advising experience] had been removed and sent back to committee 

owing to feedback from the faculty.  At this point President Jensen interjected to point out that items 4, 

6, and 11 from the old document are now separated from the rest of the document for their own votes.  

Dean Duke confirmed President Jensen's summary and further noted that the first vote [Part 1] would 

include old items 1-8, minus items 4 and 6.  Some confusion mounted as many faculty members did not 
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have mental antecedents for the recommendation numbers and part numbers that were being used in 

the discussion.   

Professor Theune interjected to express concern over the prospect of making decisions about a 

document that we were seeing for the first time and he questioned whether consideration of the 

document was in parliamentary order.  Dean Duke acknowledged Professor Theune's concerns, but 

countered that the recommendations were the same as those presented in December and defended the 

Committee's decision to regroup the recommendations and move them for a vote in January.  In 

particular, she noted that the most time-sensitive item, the first year advising recommendation, was 

exactly as it had been in December and that it was important to obtain the faculty's decision on that 

item now so that planning for 2016-2017 first-year advising could commence.  Professor Theune asked 

again whether consideration of the document was in order. 

Parliamentarian Shallue advised that consideration of the document was in order as the 

recommendations had been part of the Committee's December report and the central issue now 

seemed to be the order in which we vote on the recommendations.  As an alternative, Parliamentarian 

Shallue suggested that we could even vote on the recommendations one-by-one.  President Jensen 

affirmed that these were the same 11 points from December, but with one item (2c) removed.  Dean 

Duke emphasized that it would be especially helpful if the faculty could vote on recommendation 11 

today.  Although he complemented the Committee for dividing the set of recommendations into parts 

for voting, Professor Chapman objected to voting on the parts before they are well understood. 

President Jensen suggested that the Committee explain why and how it spit things up and Dean Duke 

resumed the process of doing so.  She noted that recommendation 11 is now separate and that 

recommendations 1-8 are now packaged as a block because they are focused on the work of the 

Committee and the Academic Advising Office and, with the exceptions of 2c, 4 and 6, did not seem 

controversial.  Recommendation 2c has been removed and recommendations 4 and 6 have been 

separated for their own votes.  Dean Duke acknowledged why colleagues would want to see the 

recommendations all together and want to delay voting on items 1-10, but again expressed hope that 

we could vote on 11 today.  Professor Chapman acknowledged the Committee's correct strategy, but 

quietly reiterated concerns about the timing.   

Professor Shallue moved that we proceed to vote on recommendation 11 while acknowledging that we 

had not yet agreed on the order for voting on items.   Professor Shallue described how the math 

department had been hoping to advise its majors and how, more generally he saw benefits to having 

advisors who were trained for and dedicated to working with students in a particular discipline.  He 

acknowledged the concerns this presented for big departments and described both his interest in 

advising first-year math majors and his interest in helping the well-populated Psychology Department 

with their first year advising.   

President Jensen checked with the committee to see if they wanted to vote on the four parts of their 

document in order.  Dean Duke apologized for complicating things, but in consideration of the evolving 

conversation asked that we vote on Part 4 first.  There was informal conversation about how to proceed 

and Dean Duke jokingly offered that we could pretend the new document doesn't exist and vote on 

number 11 from the old document.  The mood temporarily lightened. 
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President Jensen suggested that in the future we may want to devise a method to remind people when 

old business is coming back, but affirmed his sense that these recommendations were coming back on 

schedule as old business. 

Professor Theune asked that we break the document down into its 11 recommendations for voting 

because they are discrete and deserve separate consideration and because we hadn't had time to 

process the new grouping into four parts.  President Jensen suggested that we vote on the parts as the 

Committee wishes – voting on Parts 4, 2, and 3 first (as they are each comprised of a single 

recommendation) and then proceeding to the multi-component Part 1, which could be broken down 

further if needed.  Professor deHarak asked for clarification about what has changed since December 

and this was given.  Professor deHarak expressed surprise that the only revisions to arise from the 

recent forum were removal 2c and breaking the recommendations down into 4 parts.   Dean Duke and 

Director of Academic Advising Shipley acknowledged that not everyone supported the 

recommendations and that the Committee had used the forum not only to adjust the document, but 

also to explain the rationale behind their recommendations. 

Professor Chapman offered the observation that the recommendations could be voted down by would-

be-supporters because of how they were presented.  Dean Duke accepted responsibility for their 

presentation.   Professor Shallue, Provost Green and several others urged us to proceed with voting on 

recommendation 11 and President Jensen invited further discussion of it. 

Professor A. Schultz offered that recommendation 11 [discipline-based, first-year advising] works across 

purposes with General Education by reinforcing the idea that IWU students come in with a major.  She 

noted that if we approve item 11, we will need a new kind of program for first-year students.  Professor 

Sultan further noted that during the admissions process students identify a major for a number of 

reasons, but may be quite uncertain.  One of the things Professor Sultan does as a First Year Advisor 

under the current system is examine a student's reasons for selecting a major.  In contrast, Professor 

Sultan expressed concern that a discipline-based system could silo students into programs without 

necessarily encouraging them to question their path.  And, she countered the implicit concern that the 

current system is prone to advising errors, by noting that she believes that we can advise students in 

other majors well if given good information.  Professor Brennen noted that he values the link between 

Gateway and First-Year advising.  Having advised his own Gateway several semesters, but also having 

participated in the two programs separately, he values the advising relationship that came with also 

having the students in class.  Professor Theune also spoke against recommendation 11 recollecting 

institutional data in the Task Force's own report that shows students being more satisfied with First-Year 

advising than they are with advising in the major.  It seems to Professor Theune, that changing first-year 

advising is misplaced and that voting on 11 first might be a mistake.  Rather, Professor Theune put forth 

that recommendations 1-10 contain the keys to improving advising.  Perhaps we should try some of 

these for a while and then evaluate whether a change as big as 11 is really needed.  Professor A. Schultz 

offered a counterpoint to Professor Brennan's earlier remarks noting her preference for not advising her 

Gateway students because they ought to have someone other than their Gateway instructor with whom 

to talk.  She also noted an unresolved problem with our current system – the difficulty we have 

recruiting enough First Year Advisors.  Professor Pelusi noted that a change to discipline-based first year 

advising has been discussed for more than a decade and that the School of Music was asked to create a 

mentoring program [to fulfill an unmet need for discipline-specific advising].  Having first-year advising 

outside of the major creates a lot of work and stress for conscientious faculty across campus who are 
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trying to understand the various programs' requirements.  If students know what their major is going to 

be, Professor Pelusi advocates that we let them be advised by someone in their program.  If we try this 

and it doesn’t work, we can try something else.  While acknowledging a trade-off between costs (errors) 

and benefits of non-disciplinary first-year advising, Professor Montpetit advocated for recommendation 

11.  She suggested that a student's exposure to different majors can come from many places, especially 

the General Education program, and that the liberal arts wouldn't necessary suffer from shifting first-

year advising to the academic units.  Professor Thomas asked Director of Advising Shipley to review 

student satisfaction statistics regarding advising.  Director of academic Advising Shipley responded by 

citing data from a Spring 2014 survey.  When first-year students were asked about their satisfaction with 

the advising they were receiving, two-thirds rated it as excellent or good, 19% rated it as fair, and 12% 

rated it as poor.  But, when upper division students were asked to look retrospectively at their 

satisfaction with first-year advising, 26% rated it as fair and 16% rated it as poor.  Based on the 

comments that went along with these data, the interpretation is that students often don't know what 

information or possibilities they've been missing until they get to their major department.  For 

comparison, when upper division students rated their satisfaction with major advising, 14% rated it as 

fair and 7% rated it as poor.  So, by these measures, there is greater satisfaction with major advising 

than there is with first-year advising. 

Provost Green indicated that he has served as an advisor on campuses with both campus-wide and 

disciplinary first-year advising and that both systems can work well.  But, advising seems to work best 

when the advising model is aligned to the curriculum.  And, since our campus is rather major-centric and 

has many first-year students on pre-professional paths, recommendation 11 might be a better fit for 

IWU.  Professor Kunce noted that first-year advisors would still need broad training under a disciplinary 

advising system because students will be changing their majors. 

Referring back to Provost Green's comments that both systems can work, Professor Theune offered a 

different interpretation of what it might mean for advising to be aligned with the curriculum.  He 

described Gateway Colloquium as a key feature of our curriculum that introduces students to the 

university and jives well with first-year advising.   Professor Theune put forth that both Gateway and 

first-year advising have fared reasonably well in our assessments (despite drawbacks) and urged us to 

improve the current first-year advising system (perhaps through recommendations 1-10) rather than 

throw it out.  In response to Professor Theune's suggestion, Professor Lutze asked if we could tweak the 

current system, perhaps by having additional departmental advising sessions during the semester (like 

those offered now in Educational Studies).  Students could attend sessions offered by various 

departments/programs and learn about opportunities and requirements from faculty in the respective 

fields.  Dean Duke pointed out that the Committee's recommendation 6 does something very similar.  

Before asking to call the question, Professor R. Schultz noted that there are reservations in the room 

about changing the system and that today's first-year advising question echoes the broader campus 

question of "who we are."  After sharing some anecdotes related to our advising and campus identity 

difficulties, Professor R. Schultz asked for a paper ballot and urged us to vote down recommendation 11.  

A motion to call the question passed with only one dissenter.  Voting occurred by secret ballot. 

As votes were being counted, the Accounting Department pulled their item of new business from the 

agenda. 

Recommendation 11 (aka Part 4) passed (42 in favor, 33 opposed, 8 abstentions).   
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President Jensen proceeded to bring Part 1 (Recommendations 1, 2abd, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, and 10) forward for 

discussion. 

There was confusion about whether Part 1 would be voted on as a package or whether the individual 

recommendations would be voted on one at a time. The presence of a quorum was confirmed.  

President Jensen asked if there was any further discussion regarding the request to vote on each 

recommendation separately.  Professor Theune restated his argument that the pieces are radically 

different from one another.  The decision was made to take the recommendations one at a time and 

President Jensen invited discussion on recommendation 1 concerning the advising aids that would be 

developed by the Director of Academic Advising. 

Professor Walsh pointed out that 1c gives the Director of Academic Advising the responsibility to "create 

an advising syllabus outlining the roles and responsibilities of both the advisor and the advisee." This, he 

suggested, gives the Director of Academic Advising too much power over our terms of employment.  

Dean Duke suggested that the Director of Advising's expertise would be valuable, that abuse of power 

would be highly unlikely, and that the intent was to facilitate the work of advisors and thereby improve 

student's experiences.  Professor Kunce suggested that the materials described in recommendation 1 be 

prepared in consultation with departments and this was formulated into an amendment of the lead-in 

statement for item 1:   

1. The Director of Academic Advising, in consultation with academic units and the Advising and 

Summer Reading Committee will create:  

The amendment was moved by Professor Kunce, and seconded by Dean Duke.  A vote occurred and the 

amendment passed. 

President Jensen invited further discussion of recommendation 1.  Professor Brennan raised the broader 

question of what it means to vote on an endorsement and asked the Parliamentarian to comment.  

Parliamentarian Shallue noted that it is not actually clear who has authority over first-year advising. 

Under a past administration the first-year advising system had been changed by administrative action.  

In contrast, the collaborative work of the Advising and Summer Reading Committee and their seeking of 

the faculty's endorsement is a significant advance in faculty involvement.  Dean Duke noted that the 

Committee felt strongly about bringing the recommendations to the faculty to ensure transparency, 

promote discussion and generate support. 

Professor Theune moved that in item 1c, we strike out the word "outlining" and replace it with the word 

"suggesting." 

c. an advising syllabus outlining suggesting the roles and responsibilities of both the advisor… 

The motion to amend was seconded by Professor Chapman and President Jensen invited discussion.  

Professor Sultan spoke against the revision of point 1c arguing that the roles and responsibilities of 

advisors need to be clear and have some teeth.  Professor Young expressed concern over giving the 

Director of Academic Advising more administrative authority especially when he has experienced a 

diminution of technical support from the Registrar's office regarding the advising process.  A few 

additional comments were made and vote on the revision was taken.  The amendment passed with 38 in 

favor and a large number of abstentions.   
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The presence of a quorum was verified.  There was no further discussion on recommendation 1.  A vote 

was taken and it passed (36 in favor, 3 opposed, and several abstentions). 

President Jensen brought recommendation 2 (a, b, and d) up for discussion.  Dean Duke noted that 2c 

from the December document had been removed and was being re-evaluated in committee.  Professor 

Williams asked how time consuming the training modules would be and how frequently they would 

need to be completed.  Dean Duke and Director of Academic Advising Shipley responded.  These haven’t 

been developed yet, but they would be developed with people's time in mind and after surveying the 

faculty to determine what we want/need.  The module developed for transfer students this summer was 

about 20 minutes long.  [Post-meeting the Director of Academic Advising corrected this 20-minute time 

estimate and indicated that thorough use of the materials for transfer students takes 45-60 minutes.] 

Professor Walsh made a motion to strike the word "required" since we don't know what the 

requirements are going to be.  Professor Kunce suggested that we replace "required" with "pilot" and 

Professor Walsh accepted this suggestion as a "friendly amendment."  After a comedic reminder that 

friendly amendments do not exist, President Jensen asked Professor Kunce to move the amendment to 

the amendment which she did and someone seconded it. 

2. The Director of Academic Advising, in consultation with the Advising and Summer Reading 

Committee will develop:  

a. a required pilot online learning module for all incoming students with advising and 

registration… 

This two-step amendment was narrowly approved with a single vote (10 in favor, 9 opposed, many 

abstentions). 

Professor Burke objected to the word pilot on the grounds that it devalued the hard work of the 

Committee and the Committee's collaborative consultation with the broader faculty.  When it was 

pointed out that her argument was being presented after the vote, she suggested that we consider 

rescinding the amendment.   

President Jensen suggested that resume discussion of recommendation 2, but there was barely a 

quorum.  The meeting was adjourned at 6:03 pm by a vote of those present. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Becky Roesner 

Faculty Secretary 

************************************************************************************* 
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Advising and Summer Reading Committee Recommendations 
Monday, January 11, 2016 

 
Vote of endorsement, Part I 

1. The Director of Academic Advising, in consultation with the Advising and Summer Reading Committee 

will create: 

a. a document outlining the mission and goals of advising, as well as a calendar of “reach-out” 

moments for advisors, to be distributed to all advisors and chairs/directors; 

 b. a listserv for advisors to post questions/scenarios/suggestions; and  

c. an advising syllabus outlining the roles and responsibilities of both the advisor and the 

advisee, including a timeline for the student to utilize to ensure s/he is tracking graduation 

requirements and out-of-classroom educational experiences (e.g., internships, study abroad, 

research).  

2. The Director of Academic Advising, in consultation with the Advising and Summer Reading Committee 

will develop:  

a. a required online learning module for all incoming students with advising and registration 

information;  

b. a required online training module for advisors with advising and registration information;  

c. Removed for revision 

d. an optional mentoring program for new advisors.  

3. Departments will be required to notify the Academic Advising Center when an advisor assignment 

changes (e.g., sabbaticals and retirements) (see Appendix F: Sabbatical Advising Assignment Process). 

 4. Moved to a separate vote, Part II 

5. The Advising and Summer Reading Committee, in conjunction with appropriate committees, will 

review and propose edits (if needed) to the current university advising mission statement and goals (see 

Preface).  

6. Moved to a separate vote, Part III  

7. Students’ expressions of pre-professional educational objectives will be tracked more carefully in the 

Registrar’s Office. The pre-professional advising system will be strengthened by increasing 

communication between students and advisors (e.g., catalog language and web presence).  

8. Provide increased professional development for advisors with the following opportunities:   

a. the Director of Academic Advising will administer a biannual survey to advisors to ascertain 

topics for potential training and professional development; 

 b. webinars through the National Academic Advising Association (NACADA); and  
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c. “hot topic” workshops (e.g., international students, firstgen students, students with 

accommodations, Title IX).  

9. The university will support the implementation of an “Advisor of the Year” award: Student Senate will 

pursue the addition of an “Advisor of the Year” award to illustrate their belief that strong academic 

advising is an important role on campus (in addition to their annual selection of the “Professor of the 

Year” and “Staff Member of the Year” awards).  

10. The university will explore alternative degree evaluation software with the goal of implementing a 

tool that enhances the advising process and assists students, advisors, and staff in planning and tracking 

progress toward degree completion.  

11. Moved to a separate vote, Part IV 

Vote of endorsement, Part II 

4. The Advising and Summer Reading Committee, in conjunction with CUPP, PAT, and other appropriate 

committees, will propose amendments to the Faculty Handbook to state more explicitly the 

expectations and responsibilities of advisors, due to the importance of advising for student success and 

retention. The committee will work with the Dean of Students Office to ensure that the Student 

Handbook has adequate and complementary information regarding students’ responsibilities and 

expectations for advising.  

Vote of endorsement, Part III 

6. In addition to individual advising appointments, require departments and pre-professional advising 

committees to offer regular group advising sessions for students (e.g., internship and research 

opportunities, the best time to study abroad and possible programs, application process to professional 

programs, and post-graduation paths for students in the discipline). Group advising sessions will include 

support from the Academic Advising Center and Registrar’s Office regarding such topics as how to read a 

degree evaluation and fulfillment of general education requirements.  

Vote of endorsement, Part IV 

11. Replace the current First-Year Advising Program structure. Education about the liberal arts must be 

the responsibility of all of our advisors, and occur throughout a student’s time at the university. Thus, 

the Advising and Summer Reading Committee recommends that first-year students be assigned to an 

advisor who is a faculty member in their declared major department, or to a dedicated first-year advisor 

(outside of the department) specifically trained to advise for the declared major department. Please see 

pages 14-17 and Appendix H: Updated FYA Structure Chart for details on the new structure. 

 


